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Abstract 
 

Human action recognition from 2D videos is a demanding area due to its broad applications. Many methods have been proposed by the 

researchers for recognizing human actions. The improved accuracy in identifying human actions is desirable. This paper presents an im-

proved method of human action recognition using support vector machine (SVM) classifier. This paper proposes a novel feature de-

scriptor constructed by fusing the various investigated features. The handcrafted features such as scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) 

features, speed up robust features (SURF), histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features and local binary pattern (LBP) features are 

obtained on online 2D action videos. The proposed method is tested on different action datasets having both static and dynamically vary-

ing backgrounds. The proposed method achieves shows best recognition rates on both static and dynamically varying backgrounds. The 

datasets considered for the experimentation are KTH, Weizmann, UCF101, UCF sports actions, MSR action and HMDB51.The perfor-

mance of the proposed feature fusion model with SVM classifier is compared with the individual features with SVM. The fusion method 

showed best results. The efficiency of the classifier is also tested by comparing with the other state of the art classifiers such as k-nearest 

neighbors (KNN), artificial neural network (ANN) and Adaboost classifier. The method achieved an average of 94.41% recognition rate. 

 
Keywords: Human action recognition (HAR); Feature Fusion, Support vector machine; Scale invariant feature transform; Speed up robust features; 

Histogram of oriented gradient; Local binary patterns. 

 

1. Introduction 

Human action recognition from 2D videos is a challenging task 

due to the human appearance and posture variations with in the 

same category of action. Human action recognition has the de-

manding application areas, such as human computer interaction, 

intelligent surveillance video monitoring. The goal of human ac-

tion recognition is to recognize ongoing actions from unknown 

video consisting of a sequence of images. Occlusions, camera 

movements, various cluttered background and change in the illu-

mination makes the recognition task more complex. Extraction of 

robust features which describes the human action and selection of 

the suitable classifier is important for reliable human action 

recognition. Human action representation and recognition methods 

are broadly classified into two, appearance-based approaches [1] 

and model-based approaches [2].  These methods are further sub 

categorized into interest point based approaches [3], tracking 

based approaches [4], spatio-temporal shape template based ap-

proaches [1][5] and flow based approaches [6]. 

Optical flow features are extracted to describe the motion in the 

flow based approaches. As the optical flow descriptor is noise 

sensitive, the false motions may reduce the recognition accuracy. 

In spatio-temporal shape based approach the huge number of fea-

tures are extracted from the 3D volume, which increases the com-

putational cost for real time applications. Tracking based ap-

proaches are also suffers from same problem. In real time, pro-

cessing of huge number of features is not preferred and a short 

feature vectors are encouraged. Interest point based approaches 

incorporates the advantage of short feature descriptors. Treating 

the videos as documents and visual features as words [7], Bag of 

video words (BoVW) [8] is the most widely used action recogni-

tion technique that eliminates the problem of location change and 

noise. 

 

Fig. 1: Human Action Datasets. a) KTH dataset – Hand Waving, b) 

Weizmann dataset – Bending, c) MSR action dataset – Hand Waving, d) 

UCF101 dataset – High Jump. 

  

In this paper we proposed to use fusion of various feature de-

scriptors to improve the accuracy of recognizing human actions in 

a 2D videos. Scale invariant feature transform, speeded up robust 

features, histogram of oriented gradients features, local binary 

pattern features are extracted for each action in the action datasets. 

The sample actions from various online available datasets are 

shown in figure 1. All these features are fused together to improve 
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the recognition rate. The SVM classifier is used to classify the 

actions. The other state of the art classifiers such as ANN and 

Adaboost are also implemented with these fusion of features as 

input and compared the performance with SVM classifier. 

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 gives the related 

work in this field, and the datasets used in this work are briefly 

explained in section 4. The proposed methodology is described in 

section 4. The. In section 5 experimental results are presented and 

finally the conclusion. 

2. Related Work  

For any action recognition activity, the foremost important task is 

the representation of 2D video. There are many video representa-

tion models are proposed using the appearance and motion de-

scriptors. This section brings out the brief literature of the previ-

ously presented works in human action recognition. The popular 

descriptors that represents the human action videos are Scale in-

variant feature transform [9,10], Speed up robust features [15], 

histogram of oriented gradients [12], histogram of oriented optical 

flow, 3D histogram of oriented gradients [13], BRIEF [14] and 

local binary patterns [16]. Many of these descriptors are based on 

obtaining the interest points using Harris condition [11]. The SIFT 

provides the local appearance and motion descriptors which plays 

vital role in action recognition.  

In [17], Zhang et al. extracted key points and the tracking infor-

mation from SIFT flow for human activity recognition. Hassaan 

ali et al. used SVM classifier to classify actions from extracted 

SIFT and HOG features in [18]. The MoSIFT features are pro-

posed by Chen and Hauptmann in [19] which detects interest 

points. The encoding process is adopted to describe the local ap-

pearance and local motion in an action video frame. 

Thi and Zhang et al. performed the human action recognition by 

evaluating the silhouette based features [20] on multi views. The 

multi views are obtained by computing the R transform on the 

silhouette surface. In [21], the pose of the human in the videos are 

represented using the contour points of the silhouette. In [16], 

Nowozin and Bakir extracted the local binary patterns (LBP) and 

contour pose features to make the human action recognition sys-

tem as a view invariant.  The silhouette based features and an 

optical flow features are combinedly used in [22]. They adopted 

principle component analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the 

feature descriptor to speed up the recognition activity. The method 

proposed in [23] uses local partitioned histogram of oriented gra-

dients (HOG) features to accurately classify the human actions.  

The geometrical and hu-moments are extracted and fed to the 

multiclass SVM to classify the human action in [24]. Wang et al. 

in [25] combined different feature detection methods to extract the 

feature descriptors and the performance is tested on static and 

dynamic background datasets. 

In this work we proposed the fusion of various shape and motion 

features to describe a human action from a 2D videos. The fea-

tures are classified using the state of the art SVM classifier to 

produce the best performance. Datasets with static and dynamic 

backgrounds are considered for the experimentation. The datasets 

are KTH, Weizmann, UCF101, UCF Sports actions, HMDB51 

and MSR action. The performance of the proposed method is 

compared with the other state of the art classifiers.  

3. Datasets 

This section gives brief explanation about different datasets used 

in this work for evaluating the proposed method. Six online avail-

able datasets namely, KTH dataset, Weizmann dataset, UCF 

sports dataset, UCF101 dataset, MSR action dataset and HMDB51 

action dataset were considered for evaluating the current proposed 

method. The datasets are briefly explained in the following section. 

3.1. KTH Dataset 

The current database[26] explores six actions - walking, jogging, 

running, boxing, hand waving and hand clapping performed by 25 

subjects repeatedly in four different scenarios outdoors, outdoors 

with scale variation, outdoors with different clothes and indoors. 

A total of 2391 sequences were recorded with a static camera with 

25fps frame rate.  

3.2. Weizmann Dataset 

The database covers 10 natural actions - running, walking, skip-

ping, jumping-jack, jumping-forward-on-two-legs, jumping-in-

place-on-two-legs, galloping sideways, waving-two-hands, wav-

ing one- hand and bending performed by nine subjects [27]. It 

contains a total of 93 sequences. All sequences are taken with a 

static camera with 25fps frame rate, down sampled to the spatial 

resolution of 180x144 pixels. The dataset also has ten additional 

sequences of walking captured from a different viewpoint varying 

between 0 and 81 relative to the image plane. The extracted masks 

after background subtraction and background sequences are pro-

vided.  

3.3. UCF Sports Dataset 

This dataset [28] consists of several actions collected in 2008 from 

various sporting events which are typically featured on broadcast 

television channels such as the BBC and ESPN. The video se-

quences were obtained from a wide range of stock footage web 

sites including BBC Motion gallery, and GettyImages. The dataset 

comprises a natural pool of actions featured in a wide range of 

scenes and viewpoints.  

3.4. UCF 101 Dataset 

The UCF-101 [29] is composed of realistic web videos, which are 

typically captured with camera motions and under various illumi-

nations, and contain partial occlusion. It has 101 categories of 

human actions, ranging from daily life to unusual sports (such as 

“Yo Yo”). UCF-101 has more than 13K videos with an average 

length of 180 frames per video. It has 3 split settings to separate 

the dataset into training and testing videos. 

3.5. MSR Action Dataset 

The MSR Action Dataset [30], created in 2009 to study the behav-

ior of recognition algorithms in presence of clutter and dynamic 

backgrounds and other types of action variations. The dataset con-

tains 16 video sequences and includes 3 types of actions: hand 

clapping (14 examples), hand waving (24 examples), and boxing 

(25 examples), performed by 10 people. Each sequence contains 

multiple types of actions. Some sequences contain actions per-

formed by different people. There are both indoor and outdoor 

scenes. All the video sequences are captured with clutter and mov-

ing backgrounds with lengths ranging from 32 to 76 seconds. 

3.6. HMDB51 Dataset 

The Serre lab at Brown University, USA, introduces the HMDB 

dataset [31] collected in 2011 from various sources which are 

mostly from movies and, a small proportion, from public data-

bases, such as the Prelinger archive, YouTube and Google videos. 

The dataset contains 6849 clips divided into 51 action categories, 

each containing a minimum of 101 clips. 
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4. Proposed Method 

Our proposed approach of human action recognition based on 

various feature fusion technique improves the recognition rate. Let 

us consider an action video sequence 3 3( , , )A x y t   having N  

frames at frame rate of 30 frames per second. Giving A  as input 

to a classifier, we aimed to obtain a corresponding label L . We 

started the human action recognition activity by extracting the key 

frames from the action sequence. This process eliminates the ac-

tion less frames from the entire action sequence. The key frames 

contain action only frames. Several discriminative features are 

extracted for the key frames and the feature vectors are built to 

input the classifier. The proposed method of human action recog-

nition in 2D videos is shown in figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2: The block diagram of proposed method of human action recogni-

tion in 2D videos.  

4.1. Action Key Frame Extraction 

The action key frame extraction is achieved based on spatial and 

temporal saliency attention values. The spatial and temporal sali-

ency maps are generated in the range of [0,1]. The spatial attention 

value ( )AS t   is calculated as 

 

  
( , , )

( )
max ( , , )

S
A

S

S A x y t
S t mean

S A x y t

 
 
 
 

                                          (1) 

Where, ( ) [0,1]AS t   and  ( , , )SS A x y t  is the spatial saliency 

map. Non-action frames get minimum attention value, while the 

action frames get the attention value ≈ 1. 

The temporal change in the consecutive action frames in a se-

quence is achieved using optical flow [32] tracking algorithm. The 

temporal saliency maps   , ,TS A x y t  are derived and the tem-

poral attention value ( )AT t  is calculated as 

  ( ) ( , , )A TT t mean S A x y t                                                        (2) 

The maximum value of ( )TS t  denotes the action frames in the 

sequence and the low value denotes the action non-action frame. 

Both the spatial and temporal saliency attention values are fused 

[33] to obtain key frames from the entire action video sequence 

( , , )A x y t . The process of action key frame extraction is shown in 

figure 3.  

 
Fig. 3: Process of action key frame extraction. 
 

This paper proposed to extract various handcrafted features on 

action key frames such as SIFT, SURF, HOG and LBP, fused 

together to make human action recognition more reliable. The 

features are extracted on key frames of different human action 

dataset videos. 

4.2. Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Features  

Lowe et al. in [34] extracted the invariant features based on invar-

iant descriptors. The SIFT features are invariant to translation, 

scaling, intensity variations, rotation and noises. The SIFT feature 

descriptor is constructed in two stages. In stage one, the direction 

parameters of feature points are determined, and a 128-

dimensional feature vector is constructed using the graphic infor-

mation about feature interest points in stage two. 

To make sure SIFT features to be rotation invariant, the feature 

descriptor is created in the main direction of feature interest points. 

The gradient is calculated on the detected feature interest points 

and the difference is figured out. The gradient module of a pixel at 

point ( , )x y  is defined as 

2 2
1 2( , )x y l l                                                                            (3) 

where  1 1, ( 1, )l l x y l x y      and  2 , 1 ( , 1)l l x y l x y    .  

( , )l x y  is pyramidal image grayscale of an interest point at ( , )x y . 

The gradient angle   at a feature interest point ( , )x y  is given as 

 , 1 ( , 1)
( , ) arctan

( 1, ) ( 1, )

l x y l x y
x y

l x y l x y


   
      

                                     (4) 

The local region is rotated around the feature point by the gradient 

magnitude  . The rotation invariance feature of the descriptor is 

attained by considering it in the main direction. The entire rotated 

region is equally divided into 16 16  rectangular windows with 

the feature point as center into 4 4  sub-regions.  In each sub-

region, the gradient histogram is calculated in eight directions. In 

this process a 128-dimensional feature vector is generated by each 

feature interest point. 

 

4.3. Speed Up Robust Features (SURF)  

Speed Up Robust Features algorithm is rooted from the multi-

scale space theory. The SURF features are resilient to rotation, 

scale and illumination variations. The algorithm is implemented in 

four stages [35,36]. In stage one the integral image is generated 

followed by Fast-Hessian detection in stage two. Descriptor orien-

tation assignment is done in stage three and finally the descriptor 

is generated in stage four. 

The integral image is obtained as 

 

   
0
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                                                           (5) 

 

The surface integral of any size from the image given is computed 

by reading only four-pixel values. 

The key points / interest points are detected using the fast Hessian 

detector. The Hessian matrix is defined as 
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                                                           (6)  

 

4.4. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) Features 

Histograms of Oriented Gradients [37] is a popular 2D descriptor 

originally developed for person detection. The important compo-

nents of the detector are shown in figure 4. A HOG descriptor is 

computed using a block consisting of a grid of cells where each 
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cell again consists of a grid of pixels. The number of pixels in a 

cell and number of cells in a block can be varied. The structure 

performing best according to the original paper is 3 × 3 cells with 

6 × 6 pixels.  

 
Fig. 4: Block diagram of HOG method. 

 

For each cell in the block, a histogram of the gradients in the pix-

els is computed. The histogram has 9 bins and a range of either 0-

180 or 0-360, where the former is known as unsigned and the 

latter as signed. Each gradient votes for the bin corresponding to 

the gradient direction, with a vote size corresponding to the gradi-

ent magnitude. Finally, each block is concatenated into a vector v  

and normalized by its 
2L  norm 

2 2

2

norm

v
v

v 




                                                                         (7) 

where    is a small constant to prevent division by zero. The 

HOG descriptor is very similar to the descriptor used in SIFT [38]. 

The difference is that that the SIFT descriptor is rotated according 

to the orientation of the interest point.  

4.5. Local Binary Patterns (LBP) Features  

The LBP operation [39] is a plain sailing method yet constructive 

gray scale and rotational invariant texture operation, being used in 

various potential applications. It labels the image pixels with dec-

imal numbers which encodes the local texture information. Given 

a pixel (scalar value) 
cg  in an image, its neighbour set contains 

pixels that are equally spaced on a circle of radius r (r > 0) with 

the center at 
cg . If the coordinates of 

cg  are (0,0) and m  neigh-

bours  
1

0

m

i i
g




 are considered, the coordinates of 

ig  are 

    sin 2 , cos 2r i m r i m  . The gray values of circular 

neighbours that do not fall in the image grids are estimated by 

bilinear interpolation [39].  

  

 

Fig. 5: Center pixel 
cg  and its 4 circular neighbours  

3

0i i
g


 with radius 

r  for the LBP operator. 

 

Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a neighbour set for  4, 1m r   

(the values for m and r may change in practice). The LBP is creat-

ed by thresholding the neighbours  
1

0

m

i i
g




 with the center pixel 

cg  to generate a m-bit binary number. The resulting LBP for 
cg  

can be expressed in decimal form as follows: 

   
1

,

0

2
m

i

m r c i c

i

LBP g U g g




                                                       (8) 

Where   1i cU g g   if 
i cg g  and   0i cU g g   if 

i cg g . 

Although the LBP operator in Eq. (4) produces 2m  different bina-

ry patterns, a subset of these patterns, named uniform patterns, is 

thus able to describe image texture [39]. After obtaining the LBP 

codes for pixels in an image, an occurrence histogram is computed 

over an image or a region to represent the texture information. 

4.6. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier  

Support vector machine is a powerful classifier introduced by 

Vapnik [40] and Cortes [41]. It has been widely used with out-

standing results in many pattern and action recognition applica-

tions [42]. It is the state of the art algorithm which solves many 

linear and non-linear classification tasks [40]. The SVM has a 

very good prediction capability and flexibility. The implementa-

tion of SVM considers the minimization of structural risk, rather 

than empirical risk. The minimization of empirical risk is tradi-

tionally used in the artificial neural networks [40]. 

Basically, SVM determines the hyper-plane which separates the 

different classes. A decision surface is constructed which maps the 

sample points turns into a feature space of high dimensionality. 

The feature space is categorized using a nonlinear transformation 

 .  

 

   Tf x W x b                                                                        (9) 

Where ,  nW R b R    and  x  is a feature map. 

The optimal hyper-plane is obtained by solving a quadratic pro-

gramming problem which is reliant on regularization parameters. 

This transformation was carried out by kernel functions like linear, 

radial basis function, sigmoid and polynomial kernel types: 

 

The linear kernel:  ,K x y x y                                                (10) 

 

The polynomial kernel:    , 1
d

K x y x y                              (11) 

 

The Sigmoid kernel:    0 1, tanh  K x y xy                         (12) 

 

RBF kernel (Radial Basis Function):    2
, exp  K x y x y                            

                                                                                                     (13)  

 

With d  , 
0  , 

1  and   are parameters that will be determinate 

empirically. 

In this work, we adopted a transformation by mapping the input 

data  ,i ix y  into a feature space of high dimensionality with the 

help of a non-linear operator  x . Hence, the optimal hyper-

plane can be written as: 

 

    sgn ,i i if x y a K x x b                                                   (14) 

 

Where    2
, exp  i iK x x x x    is the kernel function found-

ed on a radial basis function (RBF), and  sgn .  is the sign func-

tion. This classifier model called RBF kernel SVM.  

5. Experimental Results and Discussion 

This section explains various human action recognition experi-

ments performed. The robustness of the proposed feature fusion 
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model along with SVM classification is tested under various ex-

periments. The experimentation considers static background da-

tasets and dynamically varying datasets. The statics background 

datasets are KTH and Weizmann datasets which are having a sim-

ple constant background and makes the recognition process easier. 

But in real time the background varies dynamically. The dynamic 

background datasets such as UCF sports, UCF101, HMDB51 and 

MSR action datasets are considered for this work. The local fea-

tures such as SIFT, SURF, HOG and LBP are extracted on the 

sequence of different human action video frames and the respec-

tive feature descriptors are constructed. As a first step the individ-

ual feature descriptor are inputted to SVM classifier to classify the 

action, later the fused feature descriptor is applied to the classifier. 

The recognition rates obtained in both the cases for different ac-

tion datasets are tabulated in table 1. 

 
Table 1: SVM classifier performance (Recognition rates) with various 

feature descriptors. 

 

Dataset 

Recognition Rates (%) 

Exp-1 Exp-2 Exp-3 Exp-4 Exp-5 

SIFT SURF  HOG LBP 

SIFT+SUR

F+ 

HOG+LBP 

KTH 86.52 87.43 89.41 83.10 95.98 

WEIZMANN 85.26 86.99 88.79 82.49 96.02 
MSR Action 83.19 85.76 86.32 79.49 93.28 

UCF101 81.56 84.68 87.49 78.43 94.74 

UCF Sports 82.40 83.29 85.66 79.15 94.68 
HMDB51 79.53 82.46 83.19 76.09 91.75 

 

 

In experiment-1, only SIFT features are used to classify the action 

data using SVM classifier and found moderate recognition rates. 

Later in experiment-2, the SURF features alone used to classify 

the action and ended with unreliable testing results. In experiment-

3, we tried implementing the task using the HOG tracking features 

alone and found some reliable results on clean background data. 

This method showed misclassification for dynamically varying 

complex backgrounds. Experiment-4, moves to LBP features and 

found that LBP features alone are not enough to classify the hu-

man action in videos. The proposed method is implemented as 

experiment-5 to improve the accuracy. This method uses the fea-

ture fusion technique and an SVM classifier to classify. In this 

experiment we found reliable recognition rates.  From the table 1, 

it is observed that the recognition rates are quite more in the case 

of feature fusion when compared to the classification cases with 

individual feature descriptors. The recognition rates are good for 

both static and dynamic background datasets. The average recog-

nition rate achieved by SVM classifier using SIFT features alone 

is observed as 83.08% and using SURF alone gives an average of 

85.10%. In case of HOG and LBP features 86.81% and 79.79% 

observed. A good amount of average recognition rate i.e. 94.40% 

is obtained when all these features were combined. 

Further the performance of the proposed method of feature fusion 

to the SVM classifier is tested on individual datasets and the con-

fusion matrices were plotted as shown in figure 6. The figure 

shows the performance of the proposed on various datasets is reli-

able. The experimental evaluation on static background datasets 

KTH and Weizmann datasets are shown in fig. 6(a) and fig. 6(b) 

respectively. As the background is static and simple the recogni-

tion rates obtained on these two datasets found to be higher, when 

compared to the recognition rate obtained on the dynamic back-

ground datasets. The average recognition rate obtained on static 

background datasets is around 95–97% and for the dynamic back-

ground datasets is observed in between 92 to 94 %. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Confusion Matrix obtained using the proposed method on a) KTH 
dataset, b) Weizmann dataset, c) UCF sports action dataset d) UCF101 

action dataset, e) HMDB51 dataset and f) MSR action dataset. 

 

To further know the robustness of the SVM classifier with multi 

feature fusion, it is compared with other state of the are classifiers 

such as KNN, ANN and Adaboost. The same multi feature fusion 

data is inputted to these classifiers and the recognition rates ob-

tained on different datasets are tabulated in table 2.  From the table 

2, it can be observed that the multi feature fusion SVM classifier 

is outperformed on other classifiers. The ANN is also giving 

somewhat positively reliable recognition rates which are nearer to 

the SVM classifier recognition rates. However, the ANN requires 

more training to achieve these recognition rates. Adaboost classier 

is fast in execution but the average recognition rates achieved is 

around 88.14%. The classifier KNN gives an average of 85.61% 

recognition rate. From the table 2, it is clearer that the SVM classi-

fier performs well with multi feature fusion for human action 

recognition tasks. 

 
Table 2: Performance comparison of SVM classifier with other state of 

the art classifiers. 

 

Dataset 
Recognition Rates using different Classifiers 

KNN ANN SVM Adaboost 

KTH 87.35 92.02 95.98 89.54 
WEIZMANN 87.39 92.06 96.02 90.58 

MSR Action 84.65 89.32 93.28 86.84 

UCF101 86.11 90.78 94.74 88.30 
UCF Sports 85.05 90.72 94.68 88.24 

HMDB51 83.12 87.79 91.75 85.31 

Average Recogni-

tion Rate 
85.61 90.45 94.41 88.14 

 

The below figure 7 shows the performance of SVM classifier with 

other state of the art classifiers on different actions taken randomly 
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form various action datasets. The plot shows the SVM classifier 

can perform well with multi feature fusion concept. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Performance comparison of SVM with multi feature fusion over 

state of the art classifiers with multi feature fusion. 

 

Further we compared the results obtained in our method with vari-

ous previously proposed methods in table 3. It is observed that the 

proposed method outperforms over the other methods for human 

action recognition and classification. 

 
Table 3: Comparison of the proposed method with existing methods.  

 

Method Recognition rate 

Liu and Shah [43] 93.2 

Niebles et al. [44] 83.3 

Schuldt et al. [45] 71.72 

Dollar [46] 81.17 

Zhang [47] 91.33 

Lin [48] 93.43 

Bregonzio et al. [49] 93.33 

Proposed Method 94.41 

 

The proposed method is showing good performance with reliable 

recognition rates. The method is compared with the previously 

proposed and found that the proposed method is showing its best 

in correctly recognizing the human actions in 2D videos. 

 

6. Conclusion  

A novel feature fusion technique is proposed in this paper for 

human action recognition in 2D videos. Various handcrafted fea-

tures such as SIFT, SURF, HOG and LBP were considered, and a 

feature descriptor is generated by fusing these four features. The 

SVM classifier is used in this work to classify the actions. The 

SVM with individual feature descriptor is also tested to know the 

capability of our feature fusion model. An average of 94.41% 

recognition rate is achieved using the proposed method. The 

method is tested on various datasets, which are with static and 

dynamically varying backgrounds. The proposed methods work 

well on all category datasets. The drawbacks in each feature alone 

is rectified by the other feature fused to it. The robustness of the 

classifier is tested by comparing it with other state of the art classi-

fiers such as KNN, ANN and Adaboost. Further, the recognition 

rate can be improved by adding more robust and view invariant 

features for classification. 
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